To, The Principals, All Kendriya Vidyalayas, Bangalore Region Bangalore.

Sub: Workshop Based Activities for CPPDPT Phase III- reg

Ref: 13350/CPPDPT/KVS/(BGR)/2016-17 dated 06-4-2016

Madam/ Sir,

With reference to the above cited subject, I am to bring to your kind information that this Vidyalaya is the venue for the conduct of WBA of CPPDPT Phase III for all the participants who are enrolled from PSC K V Hebbal, K V AFS Yelahanka and K V MEG & Centre for the session January 2016. Some participants have enrolled for the same from other PSCs also. Hence the intimation is being sent to all KVs. The following points may please be intimated/informed to the participants from your K V.

· The WBA will be held from 14th May to 28th May 2016. Total 15 days

· The Term End Examination will be in June 2016.

· All the participants who have not submitted the Assignments must submit them to this Study Centre when they come to attend WBA.

· It is believed that the Term End Exam forms have already been submitted.

· It is mandatory for the participants to go through the WORKSHOP MANUAL and bring them along every day.

· Workshop will have 4 sessions – of 1.5 hours-every day. Timings 8.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. with half an hour lunch break and 15 minutes tea break in the morning and afternoon.

· Tea, snacks and working lunch will be provided in the School.

· Participants will have to bring with them Pen, pencil, eraser, scissors, stapler, markers, ruler, gum etc. A few materials will be provided by the School here.

· Text books of all subjects from classes I to V.

· Study material supplied by IGNOU.

· Any audio visual aid prepared by the participants.

· Each participant has to maintain a journal-instruction on page 7 of workshop manual.

· The presentations, activities and reports will be assessed as per the rubrics given in pages 34-39. Prepare accordingly.

· Please note down your expectations from the Course and your areas of concern. It needs to be mentioned in the Journal you are going to maintain.
Outstation participants are requested to make their own stay arrangements.

Wishing all the participant the best,

--

"CREATIVITY lies in EVERYBODY, IGNITE with Passion in PERFORMANCE, LIFE & RELATIONSHIPS"

Regards...

*Principal,*

*Kendriya Vidyalaya MEG & CENTRE*,
St. Johns Road, SC Gardens,
Near Ulsoor Lake,
Bangalore - 42
Phone : (080)-25365053, 25300060